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Wendy's
founder
passes away,
age 69

DUBLI , Ohio, Jan.
IPRNewswirel - Dave Thoma ,
69, founder and senior chairman of Wendy's International,
Inc. pa ed away early this
morning at hi home in Florida
from cancer of the liver. Thomas
had a carcinoid tumor, which i
a low growing cancer, for more
than a decade.
"Dave was our patriarch, a
great, big lovable man, " said
Jack Schuessler, chairman and
CEO of Wendy's International,
Inc. "'He was the heart and soul
of our company. He had a passion for great tasting hambwgers, and devoted his life to serving customers great food and
h~lping those le~ fortunate in
hiS community.·
Thomas founded Wendy's
Old Fashioned Hamburgers
restaurants Oil November 15.
1969 in downtown Columbus,
Ohio. He named the company
after his second youngest

Please see Thomas,
pageA2

i off and runnin

B Rebecca Par r
editor in chief

By

icole Service
news eJitllr

For most of us in college, M2rtin
Luther King Jf. Day is an expected holiday, one that is deserved, important,
and not completely out of the ordinary. However, getting the nation to
recognize the civil rights leader was a
long, difficult process, and it wasn't
until a couple of years ago that this
state acknowledged the holiday.
The idea for a holiday honOring the
reverend began with Rep. John
Conyers, Michigan Democrat. who
submitted the first legislation to COIl'memorate his birthday four days after
King was assassinated in Memphis.
When his efforts were made public.

pennon with more than ix million
signatures, some say the largest petitioning drive in history, flooded
Congres in 1970, and with the help of
ew York Democratic Rep. hirley
Chisholm, Conyers resubmitted the
legislation during each congre ional
session.
Many religious organizations,
including the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference. kept continuous pressure on Congress to recognize
the holiday.
Major opposition came from a
orth
Republican Senator from
Carolina, Jesse Helms, who called Dr.
King a Communist. Pres. Ronald
Reagan's attitude to the legislation,

Please see King, ptlge A4

voter
approved,
and the General
Assembly passed a
lottery bill in June
of
last
year.
Governor Jim Hodges,
a Democrat who ran on
a platform to let voters decick whether
wanted a lottery, quicldy .gned the bill mto
law.
The lottery operates on 8 cen of eaCh 1
sold, and the remainder i supposed to used
for education.
Of the estimated 214 million the lottery

, plitt A2
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The Office of Alumni
Affairs proudly announces the

addition of Alumni Special

Interest Group page to the
CQastal web ite.
"S~cial
£nterest Groupsn include ceu
Greek ()rganj7~tion, honor
ocieties, leadership societies,
student activities and academic colleges mee the beginning
of Coastal. The ite will be
accessible via link from the
alumni page.
If an organization is unable
to establish a website, the
group name, brief description
and the contact information
for the alumni liaison may be
published.
To initiate this process, an
intere ted alumnus from the
organization will need to contact the Office of Alumni
Mfairs and .express .interest in
writing~ Upon verification of ·
all neces ary details, the alum·

ni liaison will be forwarded to
a representative in ITS for fOf*
ma~ content. guidelines and

daughter.
Wendy' has grown to
more than 6,000 restaurants
worldwide, with a reputation
for fresh, high quality food,
and fast and friendly service.
In 1995, . Wendy'S merged
with Tim Hortons, Canada's
largest coffee and fresh baked
good chain, that now totals
more than 2,000 units.
Together, the two chains have
system sales exceeding $8 billion.
Thomas is best known as
the
caring,
amiable
spokesman in Wendy's television commercials, appearing
in more than 800 since 1989.
Research showed consumers
strongly believed in Thoma'
sincere, often
humorous
commercials that were v~ry
succe sful for the company.
Thomas was born in
Atlantic City, New Jersey, and
was adopted at six weeks old
by a Michigan couple. Late in
his life, he became a passionate advocate for the cause of
adoption, and in 1992, creatThomas
ed the Dave

Foundation for Adoption.
The foundation is dedicated
to rai ing awareness for the
134,000 foster children available for adoption, and helping to make adoption easier
and more affordable.
Thomas is survived by his
wife of 47 years, Lorraine,
Ken,
five children: Pam,
Molly, Wendy and Lori, and
16
grandchildren.
Arrangements are pending
and will be made public as
they are available.
Dave was •probably best
known as the "guy on
Wendy's TV commercials."
In early 1989, Dave agreed to
appear in a few Wendy's commercials. During his nearly
13-year run (and 800+ comWendy'
mercials)
as
spokesman, American came
to love him for his down-toearth, homey style. This campaign made Dave one of the
nation's most recognizable
spokesmen. The Guinness
Book of Records recognize?
the Dave Thomas Campaign
as the "Longest Running
Television
Advertising
Starring
a
Campaign
Company Founder."

further instructions.

Lottery,
continued from page Al
will make this year, Hodges at
first hoped the games could
pump $150 million into education. But after the legislators return to the Statehouse,
Hodges will introduce his
plan for spending lottery revenues. The plan includes
using $61 million for free
tuition for two-year colleges;
$45
million for LIFE
Scholarships; $4.1
million
for HOPE Scholarships; $4
million
for
Palmetto
Scholarships; $12 million for
need-based scholarships; $4
million for tuition grants; $5
million for teacher grants;
and $700,000 for National

The
Guard scholarships.
remainder will be dividing
among buying school buses,
benefitting endowed chairs
at research universities and
making technology "improvements at schools.
Currently, there are four
types of scratch-off tickets on
sale, which cost either $1 or
$2. The most a scratch-off
player can win instantly is
$10,000, but one of the four
games will allow some of its
winners to qualify for a
$100,000 prize that will be
awarded later.
So far, the lottery has
proved a prosperous business
venture for the state of South
Carolina, but time will tell
exactly how the lottery will
effect education and the
economy.
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Bag of ashes falls from sky,
puzzles investigators
By Brenden Tunpe
U. North Dakota
(V-WIRE) GRAND FORKS,

N.D. - The discovery of a mysterious object that seemingly fell
out of the sky has had some in
the community scratching their
heads for the past two weeks.
Southern Grand furks, N.D.,
resident James McDonald first
noticed something was wrong
on Sunday. Dec. 30. That day. he
noticed a laIge hole in his deck,
right beside his Christmas tree.
The
next
day,
Jim
Schothorst, an EnvironmeRtal
Health Sanitarian for the Grand
Health
Forks
Public
Department, was called to the
home along with Jim Campbell
and Joe Simon, of the Grand
Forks and Grand Forks County
Emetgency Operations Centers,
to inspect the damage. What
they found was the exploded
remains of a brown paper. bag
filled with ash and white chips.
The large, rectangular hole, the
obvious fOIre with which it was
made and the absence of footprints in the snow left investigators looking in only one direc-

tion: upward.
"Considering how it (the
bag) punched through that deck,
I suspect it was approaching terminal velocity," Schothorst said.
Schothom said that he used
a vaa.rum cleaner to collect a
total of 70 pounds of material
with a vacuum cleaner, although
much of it was rock from belo
the deck.
To have an object fall from
the sky and punch a hole in a
deck. is one thing. However,
investigators' interest was piqued
by the white chips present. Their
suspicions were confirmed when
Schothorst brought his samples
to UND's Human Forensic
Identification Laboratory. UND
professor John Williams, who
specializes in forensic anthropology; said that the contents of the
bag were definitely the remains
of a body.
"It is cremated remains," he
said. "As best I can tell, they are
human." Williams is still in the
process of cleaning the material.
Owing the cleaning, he will be
looking for any signs that can be
used for identification: parts of a
pacemaker or prosthetic limb or

other telltale evidence that could
point to a particular case. After
the cleaning, the remains will be

weighed.
"For the purpo of an~
pology, weight is the major defining thing," he said. "If we find
more than a cenain amount of
weight, we can determine how
many people we have."
DNA tests cannot be done
after aanation, but Schothom
said that he would report the
findings to the police department, and he hopes tha someone wiD then come forward to
claim the remains so that they
may be returned.
Mostly, he was thankful tha
no one was hurt b the falling
bag, which, he speculated, could
easily have killed a person.
"Hit had hit that ladY's roof,YO
he said, "it probab ' would have
been sitting on her dining room
table."
Although speculations poin ed to a plane flying overhead, the
bag's source had not been confirmed when the Dakota Student
went to print. Grand Forks
Police are investigating the incident.

Potential cyberattacks is high, expert ay
By Sarah Betts
The Dartmouth

(U-WIRE)

HANOVER,

N.H. - Physical acts of terrorism
have had a high profile after
Sept. 11, but the United States
also faces a serious and increasing threat from cyber-terrorists,
according to Andrew McPherson
of Dartmouth Conege's Institute
for Security Technology Studies.
According to McPherson, not
only do terrorists have the will
and means to carry out attacks
on infrastructures, the potential
for such an attack is high. Cyber
attacks combined with a form of
physical terrorism could have
devastating ootential
"The cyber attack would hinder communications flow and
have an economic impact,"
McPherson said "Critical infrastructures such as gas, ~

banking and finance, transportation and communication all
depend on information systems."
"Right now, cyber serurity is
of huge importance. Cyber
attacks
immediately follow
physical attacks, and they are
inoeasing in volume, sophistication ~d coordination," he said
Such attacks can take many
forms, such as the defacement of
Web pages and computer worms
like the recent Nimda worm.
Cyberterrorism can be used to
spread false information, halt
Internet. traffic and direct users
to bogus sites.
Attacks usually come from
terrorist groups, nation-states
involved in conflict with the
United States, individual terrorist sympathizers, anti-U.S. hackers and thrill seekers. While the
most common attaCkers are individuals, cybertenorism provides

a way for nation-states to harm
U.S. government networks or
U.S. industry without engaging
in military conflict.
While serious incidents .are
not common, nuisance attacks
occur constantly. High-profile
sites like NASA are frequently
attacked, and systems admini trators that used to see one or
two attacks a week now deal
with one attack every 10 seconds.
Something as small as not
being ab e to access a Hotmail
account or getting a virus by
email rould possibly be a result of
a cyber attack.

In order to protect against
terrorism, McPherson recommended that systems adJninis..
trators use firewaDs and PC ~
not leave their machines c0nstantly nmning, to limit exposutt
to viruses.
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IG~g,
continued from page Al
which was lukewarm at best,
also repressed the idea. Until
the holiday received bipartisan
support, it would never get
through Congress.
A suitable compromise was
finally offered by Rep. Katie
Hall, a Democrat
from
Indiana, who responded to
criticism that the holiday
would be too close to the
Chri tmas- New Year's week
by suggesting that the observance of the holiday be moved
to the third Sunday of the

month.
This holiday faced financial obstacles as well. With
schools and
government
offices closed for the day, it
was estimated the the total
losses for the govemmeI)t and
private sectors would be an
outrageous $8 billion.
. Many people believed that
King was being lionized above
other civil· rights activists, and
they thought that his legacy
wouldn't stand the test of
time.
Supporters of the legislation argued that those were
thinly veiled complaints made
out of racist resistance.

Finally, after persistent,
organized lobbying for 15
years, Reagan signed legislation creating the holiday in
November 1983.
South
Carolina, however, did not
officially recognize the holiday.
Two years ago, more than
47,000 protesters rallied outside the
Statehouse in
Columbia to protest the presence of the Confederate flag.
It was removed and placed on
the grounds, and last yea~
about 1,000 people appeared
to have it removed altogether.
It was the first year that MLK
Day wa observed in this state.
King was ahead of his time,

as is usually the case with great in any country.
figures, and radical ideas are
Normally, this honor is
generally opposed. He had.a bestowed upon military or relicontroversial career and wa a gious figures. King doe n't
member of a minority race.
specifically fit either· of the e
The ob ervance of Martin categories, but his supporter
Luther King, Jr. Day wa the hope it 'will become a piritual
first new holiday since 1948, day as well as a day. to recogwhen Memorial Day was cre- nize equality among fellow
ated, and only the third of the men.
century, which undoubtedly
Coastal will not be open on
made recognizing the holiday Martin Luther King, Jr. Day,
a more difficult process.
but a part of the 2002
King is the only American Mrican-American Celebration,
besides George Washington to a Peace Circle will be held on
have a national holiday desig- . the Prince Lawn at noon on
nated for his birthday, and he Friday, January 18.
is one of the few social leaders
to be honored with a holiday

Coastal Carolina University and the 2002 African-American Celebration pre. ent

e-..-...1
oon

,

Pre nee
Rain Location: Recital Hall
in the Edlvards Building

peaker: James

enderson . . ,.: ______~"' .

])olitical Science Professor
Coastal Carolina University
Music provided oy
Coastal Carolina University Gospe Choir

Free and open to the public.
Information:
.
Office of Multicultural tudent erVlce
(843) 349-2863

COASTAL CAROLI AUNIVERSITY
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Sex on the Beach
I Got Issues

Cover: Time ticks away as it draws near to go to school.
Design by Candice James

At the 10th Anniversary celebration, Belle and her Beast were se n mingling
among the crowd .

By William Albritton
U. South Florida

Pick up your
copy today!

(V-WIRE) TAMPA, Ra. Disney musicals of late haven't
quite measured up to the
impressive run in the early
1990s, which resurrected the
animated feature.
Beginning with The Little
Mermaid, hitting the pinnacle
with Beauty and The Beast
and continuing the success
with The Lion King, Disney
was back on top of the film
world and appeared to stay
perched for a long time to
come. Then, when the formula
began to run dry with

Pocahontas and the material
weakened with Hercules and
the dismal Emperor' New
Groove, there was no place to
tum but back. And thus, the
perennial cash-cow feeder
Disney decided to bring back
its favorite child for a new
generation.
A new musical number i
inserted into the re-mastered
version of Beauty and The
Beast for its large-screen-format relea e. The number,
"Human Again," is a lively
daydream for Beast's cursed
servants that is entertaining,
funny, and, at the same time,
seemingly out of place.

Originally writt n for the
movie, only to be cut and reappear later in- the Broad\vay
mu ical ver ion, "Human
Again" will only di tract tho e
who are eeing the animated
cIa ic for the first time .
Although, for tho e who love
the only cartoon ever to be
nominated for the Best Picture
Oscar, taking advantage of
eeing it again, thi time on the
lMAX screen, is a mu t.
However,
eeing it on
Broadway L not.
Beauty and The Beast is
the rare musical that is mor
successful on
creen rather
than stage. Sure, it tells the
same tory and the makeup i
fabulous, but overall, you're
watching grown men and
women 'with really animated
faces dance around in a fairy
tale land that never quite takes
you away.
Never i the neces ity to
tran port you more evident
than when viewed on the
lMAX creen. Because the
eat are tilted back, the experience brings you c1o. er than
ever before to the enchanted
world of Belle and her Bea t.
However, with thi c10 ene
comes the realization that
some of the background drawings are as Simplistic as kinderpamtmg .
garten-finger
Becau e everything is magnified three time its normal
size, all of the imperfection
• are not only noticeable, but
they are al 0 di tracting as
well. Although, not all i lost.
Beauty and The Beast still tell
a great tory, and the film
works for its characters and
music. High-tech animation
wasn't important to most
moviegoers until Toy Story.
Beauty and The Beast transcended the age gap when it
was released 10 years ago, and
it serves the same purpose
today.
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MOVIE REVIEW:

By: Nicole Service! news editor

H.bliday movies get t e g
I'm grading this on a letter
cale, A+ being the be t, F
being the worst. However, D
is really the worst becau e I
think that giving a movie one
star is just plain mean because
someone put in the effort to
make it. That being said, let's
begin.

The Majestic: CAlthough it had potential in
the beginning, this movie was
probably the biggest disappointment of the eason:o-- A
seemingly neverending, three
hour yawn fest, the person I
felt closest to in the movie was
the real Luke, and he was
dead! The relationships among
the characters were unconvincing, and every time there was a
chance for conflict, it conveniently died, had a change of
heart, or disappeared. Until
the end, when Peter Appleton
had to testify at one of the
McCarthy hearings, there wa
really no point to the story
except "Luke" remembering
who he was, and that, which
was the only real issue in the
entire movie, was hardly mentioned. Another seven dollars
that would be better spent elsewhere.

Ali: AI really liked this movie,
and it was great because of the
acting. Will Smith was Ali,
not just someone playing him,
and everything, from his
movements to his speech, was
right on target. Jamie Foxx was
brilliant, and Jon Voight was
the pettect Howard Cosell. It
was an honest portrayal of that
particular decade in his life,
and Ali was not raised to sainthood status, which made him
even more profound and like-

(PRNtmphoto )
Luke WiL on (above) at the pTemiere of The Royal Tenenbaums. WiII mith
(top right), Jim Carre)' (centeT right) and Russell Crowe (bottom right) all VI d
fOT top spot at the theatl' over the holiday.

able. There was only one reason why I didn't give the movie
the full four stars: the running
cene. The what seemed like
twenty minutes when Ali was
running through the back
roads of Mrica was probably
meant to be artistic, but it was
long. I think we all would have
rather watched a couple more
minutes of boxing and couple
less minutes of running.

Kate and Leopold: B
This romantic comedy had
its moments, and I liked it
because it focused on both
Kate (Meg Ryan) and Leopold
(Hugh Jackman) equally. balancing the picture. Breckin
Meyer as Kate's actor-brother
was a great addition, and his
reaction to Leopold, which was

thinking he was a total method
actor, was Tefre hing, and the
part when the two of them go
out on the town was pretty
humorous. It was imaginative
and fun, better than most
romantic comedies, but lacking
any side splittingJy funny
scenes th...t would make the
movie more memorable.

A Beautiful Mind: A
It was witty, it was touching, it was intelligent. and it
was true. A Beautiful Mind,
starring Russell Crowe and
Jennifer Connelly, is one of the
best movies I've seen in a long
time. It takes you inside the
mind of Jow Nash, a brilliant
mathematician afflicted by
paranoid schizophrenia. His
hallunications are as real as the

chair you're itting in, 0 when he i forced to
come to term with them, you,
as an audience member. can
really understand why it i so
difficult for him. It really
open your eye to the fine line
between talking to yourself and
actually being crazy. It's a difficult subject to approach, but
A Beautiful Mind is a beautiful
film that deserve every award
it's nominated for and every
word of praise it receive .

The Royal
Tenenbaums: B+
One of the most inventive
movies of the season, the

en emble cast alone makes thi
movi worth
ing. G
eth
Paltrow, Luke Wil n, and Ben
Stiller play the Tenenbaum sibling , Owen Wilson i Eli. th
drug-addict neighbor, Gen
Hackman the absentee father
Royal, and a very funny y
rarely
mentioned
Danny
Glover
pla
Etheline
Tenenbaum' love inteJi st,
Henry Sherman. The characters are all individuals, creative,
and a lot of fun. H ou're
looking for an intelligently
funny movie with heaping of
heart., thi one is a sure bet.
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Can't get enough of Miele's love

By Andrew.J.lliff
H«n7ard Crimson (H«n7ard U.)

(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mass. It all depends whether your introduction to Mick Jagger's new solo album,
Goddess in The Doorway, was via the
Lenny-Kravitz powered lead single,
"God Gave Me Everything, " or the
opening track off the album, "Visions
of Paradise." -They're both good oldfa hioned rockers, and both preoccupied with religious imagery, neither of
which should come as a surprise from
the man who used to proclaim his
"Sympathy For The Devil" on a nightIv basis.
, And, indeed, "God Gave Me
Everything" finds rock's senior Peter
Pan slipping back into his leather jacket (check out his double-jointed pelvis
in the video) and breaking out the
power-chords, courtesy of the lightning-bolt guitar of the reassuringly
retro-styled Kravitz. The lyrics are pure
Stonesian Jagger, "God gave me everything I want/Can't stoplI'll give it all to
you!"
But if you took the plunge and
bought the whole album, or were given
it (or downloaded it if you're too hip to
pay for music these days), and curled
up in the shade of your wilting
Christmas tree to have a good listen,
you might discover an album with an
entirely different slant. Beginning with
"Visions of Paradise," Jagger undertakes the previously unimaginable task
of coming to terms with the fact that he
is possibly the only man alive over the
age of 50 who is still allowed to wear
denim jeans and a leather jacket, bed
supermodels and sing about it in front
of thousands of people. That is to say,
Peter Pan starts to grow up, and, horror
of horrors, perhaps even mature. But

don't expect Jagger to do so quietly
and tamely: on "Too Far Gone," he
hate
warns,
"Always
nostalgia/Living in the pastINo use
getting misty-eyedlIt all screamed
by so fast."
Jagger has as embled an enviable guest-list on the album, even if
the combinations do seem a little
forced at times. As well as Kravitz,
Pete Townshend, Wyclef Jean and
Matchbox Twenty's Rob Thomas
make appearances, while Bono
contributes all of about two lines to
the euphoric "Joy," an act of egocompression worthy of applause in
itself. Despite the collaborators, however, Jagger's inimitable persona is
emblazoned across the album, in every
aspect, but most particularly his literally peerless voice. Though "Joy" definitely owes something to U2's rediscovery of feel-good anthems, Jagger's
old-school inflection and nasal twang a
la Billy Corgan gives the chorus "Jump
for joy" a strut that Bono seems almost
incapable of these day . "Hide Away" is
so infused with trademark Jagger-swagger it would turn new-found fan
Britney green.
Jagger alternates
between wailing like a axophone and
muttering like a gangster, "Make sure
that I never come back/Disappear and I
never come back/Haaaaaaaiiide away."
Goddess is not without its deadends and irritating re-invented rocker
electro-gimmickry. "Dancing in The
Starlight" sounds worryingly like
Toploader's cover of "Dancing in The
Moonlight." "Lucky Day" never really
gets beyond its spaghetti western premise, despite Jagger's idiosyncratic
approach to vowels, which can turn a
single syllable into an entire phrase.
Then again, "Everybody Getting High"
would probably be-unbearable in anyone else's hands, with its lyrically deficient chorus ("Everybody getting highhigh-high-highJ1Jh-high-high-high")
and free association verse. Yet Jagger
infuses lines like, "My dress designers(fhey want to doll me up in blue
(Pretty!)1N ext fall collectionffhey're
going to show it in a zoo" with a certain kind of conviction, or at least attitude, that the song comes close to convincing that this whole getting high
idea might be worth a shot sometime.
Of course Jagger has rather more
than his fair share of looped beats and

sampled noises (does anyone make an
album without samples the e days?
Besides P. Diddy I mean) to prove that
he's not just an aging rocker, but is presumably in touch with his young, rebellious and computer-literate ide as
well. "Why Don't You Just Get A Gun"
sounds briefly like Jagger dabbling
with
Madonna-styled
nu-dance
schlock, until he breaks out the attitude for the snarling chorn . But the
real shockers are the ongs that leave
Jagger's musical mould fairly undisturbed, but take him into entirely
uncharted lyrical waters. On any previous Jagger album, a song entitled
"Goddess in the Doorway" would have
been a paean to sex, beautiful women
and more sex. Yet the title track of the
new album is a troubled plea on which
Jagger sounds, of all things, vulnerable.
He
sings,
"Demons
in
the
bedrootn/Dogs are on the roofll am in
the basement/Looking for the truth."
"Don't Call Me Up" is in many
ways the standout track on the album,
despite being musically fairly unremarkable. The lyrics are written and
sung with a depth of .conviction that
you wouldn't think po sible from
Jagger until you heard it. He sings his
way through the messy story of a
divorce: "People ask have you seen herlI
say not for a while/I'm going to see my
girlfriend way down in ArgentinalWe
going to have a blast for a while. "
Jagger's last high-profile conquest may
have been Brazilian, but it's hard not
to admire the emotional honesty of the
man: It may be the closest you'll get to
feeling sorry for a rock star. Jagger's till
looking out for himself though: "Don't
call me up/When you wanna cry/'Cause
I might let you down/Don't call me
up/When some other guy hangs your
heart strings out to dry. "
Jagger is probably the last person
anyone would look to for radical musical innovation, though Goddess is an
outstanding rock album. Yet what
Jagger has achieved is far more surprising and engaging. Rock stars above the
age of 50 who have not made the artistic move to Vegas are few and far
between, and Jagger is pOSSibly the first
to sing with authority about how a life
of sex, drugs and rock and roll might
feel in retrospect. And by god, he can
still shake those hips and flap those
lips.

REVIE\V

"I Am Sam'
bri gs
classics a ive
By Rebecca Parker

editor in chiif
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Jigga WOWS on 'Unpl gge
By Sam Lederer
The Dartmouth (Dartmouth College)
(U-WIRE) HANOVER, N.H. - On
Nov. 18, 2001, MTV's "Unplugged"
series aired yet another gem that
ranks among cla sic performance b",
NirvanC1,
Eric Clapton and Bob
Dylan.
But thi performance came from a
most unlikely arti·t and mu ical
genre, Jay-Z, the king of hip-hop.·
Mter the uccess of his sixth studio
album, "The Blueprint," Jay took a
less conventional path to funher hi
career with an album relea e of that
performance.
Backed by the Root and accompanied onstage at point by the wonderful Mary J. Blige. Jay rocks the
house as only the undisputed champion of MCs can. The 13-track
album is a son of greatest-hit. packuch a "Big
age with classic
Pimpin'" 'and "Izzo" appearing
alongside Ie ser-known tunes uch a
"Song Cry."
An in pired performance of
"H.O.VA. (H to the Izzo)" begin
the release after Jay declares to the
screaming audience. "Welcome to
Jay-Z's poetry reading." And poetry
it is, set to the beat of Arnir "Que t
Love" Thompson on drums.
With the addition of a violin and
background vocals, the song is given
,a softer, more emotional flavor that
adds to Jay's flawle delivery of the
song's biographical materiaL
Jay rekindles hi long-document. ed feud with N a on Takeover. "
After thi
ummer' war of words
between the two rapper, N a '
"Stillmatic" appeared in store. on
the same day as "Unplugged." Jay
proclaims himself the leader of the
hip-hop nation: "When I was pu hing weight back in '88, you was till
a ballerina." Sampling the Doors' "5
to I," the track is given an eerie and
ominous element by the presence of a
flute and funky bass lines.
Jay then follows with two more
hits, "Girls, Girls, Girls" and "Jigga
What, Jigga Who."
U

forsaking
his fans,
Never
he brings
audience
to help
him on
J igga."
in
the
The
U

vb a0 cc kauI p
from the
Roo t '
Jag u a r
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on both
track are
outstandWright
ing and .add an element of coherence
to the othernri 'e frenzied tunes.
Jay's kill a a Singer i demontrated as he pit out countle,
rhyme on "Girl ."
"Big Pimpin'" erve a the be t
example of what an "Unplugged"
performance can do to a ong. The
flute line enhance the exotic and
classy tone of the otherwise flat studio hit.
The guitar work L no Ie noteworthy, complimenting Jay-Z very
well.
Being humble once again, 1a
doe not fail to thank the Roots and
MTV for giving him the opportunity
to display his talent' in a fre h and
exciting forum.
The emotional tune "Heart of the
City" rank' a one of the best cut on
the
album. Wright' background
vocal es. entially teal the how from
Jay. But thi i done in attempt to
increa e the oul power and emotional . a pect of the tune about the
rough-and-tumble ghetto life. The
cool ba s line., in addition, help to
heighten the effect of Jay' lyric.
"Can I Get A ... " offer yet another in pired performance by the man
born a Shawn Carter. The electric
piano adds a techno feel to the ong
in which it eem that Jay i actually
feeding off the audience's excitement.

"Can't Knock the Hu tIe," a duet
'with Blige i' ea il the album' be t
ong. Blige' beautiful voice create a
harmony between the n'o tar. The
cool piano vork onI, compliment
the two' vocal and make thi track
one of the be t performance in
"Unplugged" hi tory. Jay i not hort
on gratitude a ring, "J am fortunate
to be hIe ed by the pre ence of the
queen. Her name i Mary J. Blige."
" ong Cry" di play a ofter and
more emotional ~ide of the Me rhile
al 0 pre ervin hi tough imag . He
pro laim, "I can't ee it coming
down my eye, 0 I have to make the
'ong cry." Recounting hi pain after
being hun by a woman, Jay pour
everything he has into the ong,
who e
me age i reinforced by
Wright' vocals.
A well-rounded performance of "1
Ju t \Vanna Love U" cIo e out th
performance. The u e of maraca and
intelligent brushwork on the drum
allow Jay to pIa r off of and compliment the Root.
Ja r-Z' prowe a a lyrici t and
MC wa obviou. from the tart of hi
career
with
the
relea e
of
"Rea onable Doubt." But hi' performance in MTV" Time
quare
tudio howed another 'ide of the
rapper that many fan had never
een before.

Automobile makers· release
new ·concepts, editions
By

Reb e c c a · Parker/

Celebrating .ts 86th year, the North American lntertfational Auto Show
(NAIAS) is one of the longest running auto shows in the country. Now in its 14th
year as an international event, the NAIAS is a showcase for some of the world's
most fascinating vehicle introductions. Owned and operated by an assocition of
Detroit area auto dealers, the NAIAS has ushered in the debut of almost 700 new
concept and production vehicles.
Over the years, the NAIAS has become a must-attend event for automotive
executives and media from around the world. In 200 1 alone, over 6,800 media
from 59 countries and six continents attended.
One thing automakers and car-buffs look forward to is the annoUl)cernent of
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the North American Car and Truck of the Year Awards.
The awards are open to new or significantly revised vehicles that will be on the
market in North America in 2002. In September, jurors voted to narrow the field
of nominees to 10 cars and 10 trucks. Vehicles are judged on items including:
general design; safety; fuel economy; handling and general roadworthiness; performance; comfort; assembly quality; functionality; technical innovation; driver
satisfaction; and price.
This year the Nissan Altima beat the Cadillac CTS and the Ford Thunderbird
for the prestigious award of Car of the Year honors. The 2002 Altima is a distinctive sedan with spirited performance and style designed to go head-to-end

against the longtime cla leader
in the mid ize
sedan segment.
The Chevrolet Trailblazer beat its big brother, the
Cherolet Avalanche, and the Jeep Uberty for the
TruCk. of the Year award. The _TrailBlazer' engine,
which achieve V8 performance and ix-cylinder fuel
economy, not only won over jurors for the award but
is winp.ing over buyer .
NAIAS also provide automakers a chance to preview new concepts and production vehicles.
General Motors showcased three concept-turnedproduction vehicle and three new concept car: , two
of which were making their worldwide debut, that
demonstrate the automaker is production "mu thave" products.
They were the Chevrolette S R
porty pickup, Cadillac XLR and Hummer H2.
Robert Lutz, GM' pre 'ident of orth American
operations and vice chairman of product development, aid, "The e vehicle how GM i moving fa t
to bring ideas to market. "
The SSR - for uper Sport Roadster - i V8 powered and rear-drive 'with a retractable hardtop and
pickup- tyle tailgate. It feature trong fender form
remini cent of clas ic Chevy pickup tru
and an
interior reminiscent of cIa ic Corvette cockpi . It
goe on ale this year a a 2003 model.
The Cadillac XLR road ter, which also goe on ale
as a 2003 model, i a rear-drive roadster with a highoutput North tar engine.
De cribed as a smaller, more refined and le
expen ive version of the HI military-tumed<ivilian
vehicle, the Hummer H2 will go on ale in July.
Ford at 0 made an appearance at the AlAS with
the all-new 2003 Expedition.
The new hped iti on , which 'ill arrive in
rooms later thL year, feature a wide arra r of
improvemen . The Optional afety Canopy
tern
use electronic en or to mea ure whether a vehicle i
headed for a rollover and applies braking and engine
control to avert it; in addition the sy tern includes
side curtain that will stay inflated longer in the event
of a rollover. Standard safety features include Brake
Assi t, which can reduce to'pping di tance by up to
20 percent, and anti-lock brake .
Ford al 0 announce that a gas/electric hybrid version of the E cape will go on ale next year. The
Escape Hybrid will deliver fuel economy of nearly 40
miles per gallon while providing the arne acceleration
found in the 200-horsepower V6-equipped Escape.
Sport-utilities continue to be a major part of Ford'
portfolio. Ford sold 792,000 SUVs in 200 I, an
industry ales record.
Ni san, not to be left out, unveiled the production
ver ion of the 350Z, a concept for a new kind of minivan, and a GT-R concept.
The Enthusiast Model. which adds traction control, a viscous limited-slip rear differential, cruise control and HomeLink. garage door opener, starts at
$28,249. The Touring model, which adds a Bose
audio system, leather upholstery and heated eats,
starts at $31,589. The 350Z also features a
Performance model with stability control, Brembo
brakes and perfonnance tire will go for $34,079.
The Z sports car goes on sale in the fall, bu dealers
can begin taking orders on Jan. 15.
In terms of performance, the 350Z has a shape
reminiscent of the original 240Z, is rear-wheel drive
witha 3.5-liter V6 engine that produces 280 horsepower and is paired with a Six-speed manual transmission.

The Que t minivan concept was al 0 unveiled
to the world at the AIAS. Its innovative feature
include a power pop-up roof rack and a bi-fold
rear liftgate that folds upward.
i san Infiniti luxury divi ion introduced
i new G35 luxury port edan and FX45 concept performance luxury UV to the world during the AlAS. The two vehicle are intended
to establi h a unified Infiniti 100 which
includ power and elegance.
Larnborghini and Por che along with man '
others were present to repre ent the exotic
luxury vehicle of the vorld.
Lamborghini name all of i auto from
b!J.ll-fighting lore and th new coupe' name
i no ex eption. Murciela 0 'a a nin teent:h<entury bull who life was pared
after a bullfight becau of i
ceptionaI
courage and iri
The ucc or to the Lambor hini
Diablo, the Murci lago, i a
'0- at
coupe with guII- ving doo b ed on th
traditiQIlal la 'out that ha been in u
for 30 .,rea : mid-mounted 12 n' n ,
tran mi ion \\ith th g arbo' mounted
in front of the engine and the rear differential integrated into the engin
unit and p nnanent four-whe I-drive.
ew for thi year i
Lamborghini'
first ix- peed gearbox.
De igned b r Luc Don erwolk,
the key tyling featu
i th wa' th
cabin i integrated into the lin of
the body by a ingle all that
nd
from the front of the car to the rear,
empha izing the wedg' hape.
ot
to
b
1 ft
behind
Lamborghini
and
Po che
announced production plan for j
Carrera GT upercar.
The Carrera GT wa first hown
in conjunction with the Pari Motor
Show in Sept. 2000. It i equipped
with a 5.5-liter engine rated at 442
horsepower with a top peed of more
than 205 mile per hour.
Also on di play in Detroit,
Porsche's latest models - the new 911
Coupe, Cabriolet, Targa and Carrera
4S. In addition, a third model ries,
the Cayenne port utility, will be
available the second half of next year.
"The Cayenr.e will be a ports
utility vehicle, not a sports car in the
classic sense of the word," said Dr.
Wendelin Wiedeking, pre ident and
chief executive office of Porsche AG.
"It wiD be a real Porsche. There will
be Porsche gene in each and every
cell of the car. "
Certainly, the AlAS continue
to capture the public' fascination as
well. With the large t number of
production and concept vehicle
that have never been seen before in
orth America or the world. the
show has con istently drawn rave
reviews during public how day .

Office of Student Activities
Date
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

18
18
22
23
28
29-Feb. 1
30
31

Feb. 2
Feb. 4

Time
10:00 am-5:00 pm
Noon
10:30 am-1:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:00 & 9:00 pm
9:00 am-3:00 pm
9:00 am-3:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
9:00 am-3:00 pm
11 :00 am-2:00 pm
9:00 am-3:00 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm

Feb. 9

5:00 pm

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

9
10
11
13
13
19

8:00 pm
4:30 pm
7:00 & 9:00'pm
7:30 pm
4:00 pm
7:00 pm

Feb. 25

7:00 & 9:00 pm

March 2
March 4
March 6
March 4-8
March 8
March 11
March 12
March 26
March 27

6:30 pm
7:00 pm
7:30 pm

April 1
April 3
April 17
April 17
April 22-26
April 23
April 26
April 29

11 :00 am-3:00 pm
7:00 & 9:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
6:30 pm

7:00 & 9:00 pm
7:30 pm
11 :30 am-3:00 pm
7:30 pm
7:00 pm
11 :00 am-3:00 pm
7:00 & 9:00 pm

Spring 2002 Calendar
Event

Place

Poster Sale
M. L. King, Jr. Observance*
Big South Scholarship Contest
Bingo
Movie - "Monsters,lnc."
Fraternity Recruitment
Homecoming Court Voting
Homecoming Court Voting

Student Center
Prince Lawn
Prince Lawn
The Commons
Wall Auditorium
Wall and Stu. Ctr.
Wall and Stu. Ctr.

Vibrations Dance Co:
Wheelwright Aud.
W. Basketball - CCU vs Elon
Kimbel Arena
(Introduction of Homecoming Court)
Creative Dating Program
Wall Auditorium
Homecoming King/Queen Voting
Prince Lawn
Big Fun Day
Prince Lawn
Homecoming King/Queen Voting
Wall and Stu. Ctr.
Comedian - Michael Blackson
Wheelwright AUd.
Talent Show
Homecoming Step /
Wheelwright AUd.
(Homecoming King/Queen Crowning)
Homecoming Basketball Game
Kimbel Arena
CCU vs High Point
(Introduction of Homecoming King/Queen and Court)
Homecoming Dance
PE Center Gym
Wheelwright Aud.
Greater Gospel Sing Out*
Movie - TBA
Wall AUd.
Bingo
The Commons
The Gullah Culture in SC*
Stu. Ctr. 208
Diversity Speaker/Comedian*
Wall Auditorium
"Preacher Moss"
Movie - TBA
Wall Auditorium
Melvin Taylor-Blues Guitarist~
Maxine Maxwell*
Bingo
McLeod's Children's Benefit
Cut-A-Thon
Movie - TBA
Comedian - Bemie McGrenahan
Hypnotist - C.J. Johnson
African-American Poetry Reading

*

Movie - TBA
Bingo
Cultural Celebration*
Judy Shepard - Speaker
Greek Week
Quizzo Gameshow
CINO Day
Movie - TBA

Wall Auditorium
Wall Auditorium
The Commons
TBA
Student Center
Wall Auditorium
Wheelwright Aud.
Wheelwright Aud.
Stu. Ctr. 208

Wall Auditorium
The Commons
Prince Lawn
Wheelwright
Wall Auditorium
Prince Lawn
Wall Auditorium

*African American Celebration events.
If you have any questions conceming any of the above events, please call
Kathy Watts, Office of Student Activities 349-2301 or
Brandy Reaves, Office of Multicultural Student Services 349-2863
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'Qrange County' not j st a o e
. By Dante A. Ciampaglia
The Pitt News (U. Pittsburgh)
(U-WIRE) PIITSBURGH - 'Rvo of
the teen movies released in the past
month - "Not Another Teen Movie"
and "Orange County" - have different
take on the teen movie genre. "Teen
Movie" mock it, while "Orange
County" embrace it.
In '80s comedie , the protagoni t we
follow usually has a popular girlfriend,
loses her to a more popular jock, and
then tries to win her back, usually by
beating the jock at his own game. Along
the way, the guy end up falling for the
less popular but more-beautiful-in ide
girl and has to choo e between the pop-

ular ex and the beautiful new.
"Orange County" follow much the
arne wavelength. But instead of the
guy, in thi ca e haun Brumder (Colin
Hanks), after 10 ing the girl of hL
dream , he 10 es Janford, the college of
hi dream. He wants to go thefi so
badly and because people tell him he
will definitely get ·in, he doe n't apply
to other universitie .
The Ie attractive but more beautiful girl, then, i . another univer ity
Shaun has overlooked while trying to
get away from hL eccentric family,
including hi brother Lance (Jack Black,
in near "High Fidelit. r " form).
Follow the fomlula for a ucces ful
teen flick then, and you can figure out

NEE
M

Need to make some extra
bucks? Tired of having no
money to do the things you
want? Well, here's your chance
to make some cash ... The Chanticleer is looking for ad sellers.
It's simple, sell an ad to be
placed in the newpaper and
make 10 % commission off the
sale. For more information
contact Rebecca Parker at
349.2330 or e-mail
chanticleer@coastal.edu

"'hat happen no..t
Thi movie is funny, heartfelt, and
tasteful. We care about haun and the
trial he goe through to try to aChiev
hi dream becau e it i easy to relate to
him.
A slew of 1980 -era comedy taple
feel. Chevy
add to the movie"
Chase, Catherine O'Hara, Lily Tomlin
Harold Rami and John Lithgo ' aU
appear in "Orange County:" orne ju
make cameo , but they all lend their
pre ence to the movie, elevating it
above the generic teen mo rie of recent
year .
vVith a en-told tory. "Orange
County" al 0 features well-plac d, witty
comedy: It i an MTV Production, but
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movie today.
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HOB presents atur ay er e

ClASSIFIEDS
LIFEGUARD
0
RTHMYRTLE

It' tho e "inter blue' that hit oa tal tudent e ery year after the
EA H,
Chri tma break. There is nothing to do because it i too cold to go to the
WILL TRAI
beach and there i nobod} at the dub to hang out with. There i al 0 tha ca h
problem that mo~ t college tudent have, hindering u a well. 0 chec out th
upcoming House of Blue Saturday Series. It might be a little bit of a drive, but
who can pa up free mu~ic and fun time .
Ho~e of Blue '®, the Home of Live Mu ic"', ha teamed up with Budw i r ti=::~==:::::=;:::::::====~::::::;::::::::==;:::::;
to bring live mu ic to the Gator Bar tage for a aturday night oncert erie
in January and February. Hou e of Blue: has built i reputation on the Grand
Strand bringing uch national act as tone Temple Pilot, noop Dogg, Blue
Traveler, Hootie and the Blo"fi h and many more to i 2000-p r 'on capaci
Music Hall. In the coming 'eek~, Hou e of Blue "'rill continue in thi traditIOn of providing the communit. . with live mu ic by bringin national and
regional arti t to it new Gator Bar Stage.
The venue debuted the concep of national act on
regional favorite Weekend Excur ion. The how wa are ounding ucce "and
offered gue t a great how in a more intimate etting.
"We are very excited to roll thi erie out on the 19th of January," ay
Meli sa McGrath, publicist for HOB. "We have worked with everal of the
bands in the past and are thrilled they will be coming bac to play the Gator
Bar."
2 LI HTLYU ED
HOB official have confirmed five act for the concen erie. January 19th,
AQUARIUM
2002, will kick off the chedule with Kevn Kinney of Drivin and Cryin and ib
20 gall n
Droll. The series will continue a follows:
pump in Iud d
250bo
1/26 Timbo and Doug of Cravin Melon
call: 349-2330

wI Tim White
2/2 Dezeray's Hammer
2/9 Ras Bonghi (A reggae celebration for
Bob Marley's Birthday)
2/23 Blueground Undergrass

There is no admission fee for these shows. All shows start at 11 :OOPM.

m

Adverti

n?

in The

d' ified
call: 349-23
or 349-233
for detail
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I': ASTRDLDG' GURU
_These are my friends-Spaz, Mike and Pat.
I'~ known them my whole hfe ... which
makes me wonder how I'm still a1i~
==~~====~y~

These are my bro1t\ers, Jim. Bill and
Tom. We've always been this wayslnee

os long os r

Cal

~-~~~

n

remember.

OO~

Capricorn (December 22January 19): With your birthday in
uch clo e proximity to the holiday
season, you.. feel like you've been
pulled in a thou and direction ' at
once. If an une..xpected person
offers you a helping hand, think
twice before you refu e. This could
be the plea ant surpri e you've
been waiting for.
Aquarius (January 20-February
18): You nomla11y mind your own
business and march to your own
drummer, which is exactly what you
should be doing at the chaotic start
of the semester. Getting per'onally
involoved with a friend' troubles
will get you into trouble no matter
how well intentioned you may be.

Look for more of "Random" to appear in the upcoming Sping issues of the Chanticleer.
10

11

DOWN
1 Station (abbr.)

2 CUshion
3 Enamored

.. Leeflike ... part of now.
5 PUblic announcement (abbr.
6 Mock
7 So be it
8 MoIecuW (abbr.)
9 proportiof NIl relation
10S8me
11 Native or ancient Media
16 n.nun (ebr.)
18 High I'\'ItXI1tains
20 CUt
22 DiItance (pref.)
23~aigrI

25 Attrian (abbr.)
ZJCheeM
28 o.ugtUr or .... bRJhr
28lnc1ned ......

Pisces (February 19-March 20):
You're normally very settled, easygOing, which is fine, until a problem arise. One is likely to rear its
ugly head, soon, and if you don't
rise to the occasion to olve it quickly, it's going to nowball into omething out of control.
Aries (March 21-April 19):
You've been vague lately, perhaps a
bit shady. Because you'r~ known to
be honest, this has many of your
friend worried about you. If omething i wrong, tell"them. They can
help. And if you're ju t waiting for
a bad mood to pass, remember to
keep that tongue under wrap .

3OAwry; _ _
34 P.-.on who . . . . .

ACROSS

1

..

SFiltftWl
8
(....)
12 Dan lltiC.
13 DIIIlIr"a UMd
14_

_OM

'*"

1ST
own
17 . . . . 10 .... ..".,
18
IJ1IPe

21~"'"
22~

25...,.,.. .... (......)
24e..d'a ...... .

:2e
bird
71 00cutNncea

2IEMIIn--...
31 .............
32
~

33 ......... pRJnCMI
34 ctoIt ICAIP
35o..h11em
315s.b1e . . . . .
31 Unde (Seal)
38 Edge
4OAIII''''GCWNIt(
.)
41 ftecont
42 \JgIndI prIeidId (1971w107Q)
.. Add . . . . .
48Sa1ir.f*i
.AcpIIic .....
510110e ......
52 W.
inriIgD __
54",..

515,.... . .
SS'*"-=t

571.-

.~)

Taurus (April 20-May 20): You
may think you're being very funny,
36~dMOnlY
but some people, and one person in
37..,.".
particular, don't exactly appreciate
30 ..........
your keen wit. Although your
41,..01 . . .
42 at.p; CMIIc
cracks might be made in good fun,
(pNf.)
that doesn't mean that those teas'" F. . . . . . . ~ of lndiII ing remarks don't leave a little bit of
eAt
a sting behind_
470ine

«5-..

..

.,..

SOlAgltpoirt

53 .... (. . .)

Gemini (May 21-June 20):
Overworked? Underpaid? Feeling
used and
underappreciated?
Newsflash: you're not the only one.
If you catch yourself whining over
the slightest inconsideration, step
back and be quiet. You'd be surprised to find out how many other
people are in the same boat you
are.

Cancer (June 21-July 23): You
feel like maybe it's about time you
got a chance to relax and enjoy life
more, That' probably true, but one
too many trips to the bar or the
beach will catch up with you before
you can even blink. Be wary of distraction ' .
Leo (July 24-Augu it 22): You're
u ually a motivator, but thi time,
you might feel inspiration dwindling. That's okay. Let omeone
el e take the wheel for a little while.
The re ul may be hocking. and
the per on who pulls you out of the
lump might ju t be the person you
'were looking for.
Virgo (August 23-September
22): School, friend, love life, family-they can all ' take a back burner
becau 'e 'ou have something more
important to
worry about.
Finance. The money you need i
nowhere to be found, but don't give
up hope. Put in the e :tra hours, no
matter how tired you are, and
you'll make up the defecit before
you know it.
Libra (September 23-0ctober
22): Indecisive as usual, your "todo" list is already ten miles long
and growing steadily by the day.
Stop thinking about it and just
start plowing through it. You'll be
able to check off activities with ease
and peed, and the list that seems so
daunting now will oon be just a
memory:
Scorpio (October 23-November
21): Love is in the air, and though it
may seem prime time for you to
meet someone new, don't jump into
a relationship without looking.
There's more to that crush than
meets the eye, and for better or for
worse, you should explore that. If
you're attached, keeping secrets
could spell trouble.
Sagittarius (November 22December 21): It was fun to
splurge over the holidays, but it's
time to be a bit more prudent with
the bank account. All those little
trinkets are going to add up on the
next credit card bill.
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Dear Kayatta,
Hope you had a

holiday

Unfortunately. I didn't. M., holiday b
began with me fussing and ended with a 1
of crying. I alwa kna that I put
enti
self into relati
- and now I
wh '
that is the \
thing anyon can do. M '
boyfriend' ex-girlfiiend called to - him a
Meny Ou:istmas ard wanted to
He said that it \\ innocent and
wanted to get up for old time sake. I
a rat. I told him" 1". He called m insca.tre and dilldish. I again.
eI1ed a rat first
of all, whv \\QUId he , '3I1t to
. ex if
~''3Shappyathome? Then n'
'\UUld he call me names and
a
"I
planned for him to me staywith me after
the c\\' Year I had a plan He came. and
told me ho\,' much he missed n and
sorry for th mgumen He never went to
his ex. We had a
time for
cia) .
T

J

HO\! e~ I '35 not satisfied. I exccu
plan. I told him that my
at his ex' )
I
,·ilia they 'l'!l1
and he \\'35 a 1m H then started t!
gize and plead for us t
., ~theI:
said that nothing~ I
oousin staIk him. I never
that
'\ellt out I tricked him and he told OIl himself. Well, need} to , it worked. I finally
realized that he '35 a IiaI: H~
I
am alone, and
have three dasses ~
eI: We made our schedules before
out. <m. I dont want to be around him.
What. is next foe me? What am I goona do

noV'.?
This is for real, ~

Dear Fa Real,
My holiday break was IlllX'h Jlff'rlfd
But, on to you and yoor i.wJes. Girl. yoo
pulled a fast one on him
had a gut Ceding and (M"Stlfrl what yoo thought was the
truth. However; what if your plan had backfired. What if he did not go out with his
and yoo were just accusing him of cheating?
0bvi0usI)~ you are inse.cure with yoor re1ationship with him be.caJse yoo set up the
plan to trick him. All in an, yoo can't tum
back time and nowyou know the truth. He
reaDy did go out with his ex, breakyoortrust,
Welcome bad<! This is the last seme:stfrttl
Issues. I bte the aiumn and
woukllike to discuss this ~ em free to send them to ~rom <r
Olantideer news office. I willkarure yourquesmnsas
as
~ I am not a prote:Nooi3l.
any p!»'dliatric trairung othrr than my fi:iMIs and
~ J 00 hIM glCIl
and
so. See ya soon.

Living

I see how it is ...

in fear

(U-WIRE) EVANSTO • Ill. - For the past eight years, I
lived in a place where terrori m was not just movie and
thriller novel fiction. uidde terrorist attacks were and are
an almost dail ' event. Living in I rael, airport ecurity was
not omething that had to be debated in Congre . It was
as much a part of flying as getting a boarding pas .
Living jn a radically different place for nearly a decade,
till had to get used to the change in atmo phere when I
returned to the United States.
Israel i a country where teenager worry about what
military unit they are going to erve in and what percentage of their high chool class will be till be alive in three
abandoned backyear (0 far, 0 good). A place where
pack on the idewalk i a cause for paniC. A place where, if
people are late for a meeting, the fir t thought i. that they
were kidnapped.
Ever ince Sept. I I, American. have caught a glimp e of
the world I raeli face every day. A friend of mine told me
that at the gate to ComL key Park, her bag 'as opened and
checked by a e urity guard and he \ 'a qu tioned about
the con ten . Ju t a few month ago, thi \ 'ould never have
happened. Today it i becoming conunonplace.
Even' time I went to the mall in I rael, mv bag wa
checked' and a metal detector wa pa ed ove; my bod ~
Manv time I wa lat to chool becau an abandoned bag
was "potted on the treet and the whole bI . 'a . ealed
off and evacuated in ca e it i \'a bomb. The e are po ible . cenario of whi h American have nm ' b come a\ 'are.
Coming here, I land d in a eemingly completely different place - the United tate. Allover the world,
"America" is a magical word, the land of opportunity and
freedom. Here, mo t I8-year-old have the privilege of
worrying about getting into col1ege and being popular, not
about whether or not they will be kil1ed in a fe ' month .
When p ople are late coming hom on a aturday night
here, the fir t th ught that jump' to mind i not that the
are a victim of a t rrori t attack.
I remember a 'aturday night la t quarter ,hen h'o suicide bomber' blew them elve up in the heart of Tern alem
in an area frequented by hundred of teenager on
Saturday nigh . ~ was on the phon for hour, trying to
reach friend and family. trying to make ure eveI)'one wa
safe.
On that Saturday night in I'rael, many parenu' fear
were confirmed. Their children did not come home. The
next time they ~aw them was in the morgue. I do not want
to even think about what it would be like if the ecurity
measure were not taken.
Yes, it i unfortunate that the fear of t rrori m, omthing I have become all too familiar \ rith, has become
much more real in the United tate.
ew ecurity mea ure need to be taken or, God forbid, one day we \ill find
our. elve plunging into the dark realm of a more horrifying reality.
-Leeor Baskin
Evanston, nl

an

Over the break, I was hanging out with m of
my friend , trying to think of omething to do. I
remembered that we had orne lazer v
and lazer
gun in the basement, and th onl logical thing to
do wa to play lazer tag. We suited up, and on th
way 'Out the door, the paren asked what r
too old to
doing. The laughed and aid we w
play lazer tag.
Too old to pIa lazer tag? ince when
that
an age?
A couple of \ ree later, I 'as lounging with th
family,"and I happened to ,alk past my even-y arold cousin, who was itting on the floor colOring. I
wasn't particularly bo d or b r; I j t decided to
it dm 11 and color. M' aun and unci th u ht
that was very funn. Th figured I mu 'v been
tearing my hair ut I oking for om thing to do if I

FROM THE OFFICE OF
I \ 'ould like 0 take a coupl minut of y u
time and refl t on
tud nt
0
rnment
As 0 iation' progr
durin the Fall em
20 1. I fe I the

vith
the

even
tie,
ti .

SGA

ful.

o iati n
onjun tion
other ttudent leader to brin
tudent b d, publi ati n ,
,commun: ~ rvi opportunia \'arene , and year long activi-

'ould Ii e to thank th tud nt lead r
for ta °ng an intere t in th fine in titution •
aU nd. I feel the team that make up th tudent
I ader i the m t ooperative and motivated
group of individual I hay worked \\ith ince 1 ha
been a Coastal.
In m: opinion, th
tudent
As ociation h had a productiv
GA ha all ated
riO,
and organizatjon . Thi mone
organization to travel, bring program to campu ,
and attend onferen
p rtaining to their inte
or purpo e.
econdly, I 'ould Ii to ack.nowledg th tudent b dy along \rith other ke' udent lead
or

-Brian
GA Pre. ident
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Coastal Carolina University celebrares [he accomplishments of stlldenrs who achieve academic excellence.
For the 2001 fall semeMer) 1,147 Coastal sru<iems - more chan ever before - have been named (0 the Presidenc's Lise for attaining a pe'tfect
4.0 grade point average or rhe Dean's List for <:'.lrning ac leas( a 3.5 Ct25 for frehmen).
The 203 students whose nam" are listed below are Pruident's List honorees for the Falt 2001 semester.
Beck r Amlt' AbellVallce 1..« Alb.lUgh
Nar.ui Dap.ngani Am4lud.tSa
Colleen Susan Archt'f
Ashley Michelle B~iley
Levi james Bailey
Jennifer tt.leg<lo Bait..
Andrew Cbris{opher Barden
ruron Joseph Beck
.Io~eph Andrew lknckerr
Julie Kathleen Ber~~ngcr
Holley Renet> Bbckweldcr
Sreven.1. Bokor
Erin Michael Boyie
Ann.t Danidle Brctdlov~
jt'. sica Nicole Brinkm.m
Jennifer Denise Brirr
.~hl('e Saywud Bunting
Eogh~n J. Syrt
Kimberly lynn Calhoun
M.uia Rose: C.upemer
'Ie:ressa M!chdle Carter
Chri~lie M. Carropa
'!ina M. Cav4liieri
Shrinivas Ch.lbh.
Nicole Joanna Chester
Jamt Chri ti<ln Collins
K.lrhryn Annt" Copenh.1ver
l.~urd Eli~bt"th Cox
D.mielle Jadyn Cuccia
Dori.tn Lockharr D.. lton
Crysral Marie Daniels
Jcnnitt-r Rose Dean
i licole A. Devincen:t.i
Ad,ul) Emory DotlC'Vanr
R.. bhon Luue Dougla.s
t.lUfa Je.l.nne Eaton
Leonard Michael E~an
CIJ.ri,~.1 Anne E.IIio[{
Katie 1yn Embick
Jeffrey Don.lld Emht

:corr Joseph Eron
Krisrin I.ee Fu.korn
N,mcy Lynn Fairwc<lthc:r
Nathan Paul FOft: ·tef
Melanie Lynn fox
Bcthany Mae Foy
julia Gabriel
Li~:.l Ann Galloway
Kcith Patrick Garramone
Jason A. Garwood
Patrick Marthc:w Genua
Joshua Warren Gerber
Sarah R, Gt!wim,
Kathy Girod
Andrea Flizai>e[h Goff
Daru Lynne Goffin
Lori Beth Gorman
Jennifer C.lrherine Grash4
Brandi Michelle Grecn
Tanieka Ann (Jr~gg
Chase CJrson Groves
Casey Ann H.lle
I<.lthleen Hamilton
K.tren Di,me H;unmond
Ginger HJ.rd~
A.'ihley Kristen Hart'isoll
Heather Erin H.uper
Clfolin~ Licia Harris
Emlyn l.ft Harris
Jess Matthew Han
Chris Alltn Hehard
Jenniter Lynn Hes.~
Carry Lee H~trjck
Geoffrey Ryan Hiland
Jon.a.rhan Rdd Hilliard
Eric.a La. 'hanjavern H()pkin
Amy Pauicia Horan
S.lrnamha G.lil Howell
Rohin DeniM' Hllck... by
Joni unor.. HlIck.'i
ChrislOpha .~ndrew Hyer

Dlvid NJohilo Iked.a
T.ullIny Kay.! J;.tlllt$
Ad~m David j,lIli
Cherie Lynn Jenkin~
Kerry Nicole Jord.m
Gabriel Paul Joseph
M,mht>w David Joyner
Jon Blake Kaylor
Elil.abeth Nicole Kc(idy
Je:~jC3

Let> Kdfer

S[.tcey 1..« Keller
Hayley Ad..tnl, Kern
Kristina King
Stephan.ie fJilaberh Kirbach
K.trhcrint' Eii1..ahelh Koontz
Kara M.ui K )ppd
jeanne Mari(" umbert .
~brkc(~ Froll~ Lanier
P4Iula Lynn Llllghinghou~
Br.:ad A. 1.:11..ar
Lara M:ugaft"t Lcndenm<lIlO
.Mari.ma 1.(·vi
Charle Ligt><:ki
Wai Y.Ul Lim
Stt'ph.U1ic Grace Linle
Holly K.ly M;.t("Oollald
hkk Andtew Macisl"1k
P<lltld .. Berh Madden
Richard !..add Mangum
Prt'Tn l\lUl Math:li
M:uie CJtherille MJrrh
Nichol.i~

Todd

Ma(fhc:w~

A\hley Mauld.in
Eric J.llll MaLZone
Kelly Christine Mct:oy
N.!chan l..alAr McDaniel
Chrismpher Ronald McKee
Rachdlc O"'Ml McKt"t'
Susan Ann Md...can
Keith AIi..,(3ir tt.-kNeal
Jcr ,hi l-b.hn ~kNier

Elil..Jbcrh Mary Melvin
Whimey FJaine Meyer
Matthew Scou Miller
Stcph.mie Lynn Miller
Naralie Sf kc Mon4l(o
Kimberley Dcanna Moody
Eliubeth lA..'C Morrb
D.H.:y J. Moyes
Matthew Jame Nemcs
Kayl.! Michdlt" I 'ewron
Lacey O'Srien
Vaishali Sachin Patd
Marylcnnille Perry
Morgan Eliz.J.bc[h Phillip!'
Brendan Paul Pimer
Tina M.ui~ Pil1lt)1\
AJi:on SI.ine Poling
Emily Bedl" Powell
Bryan Mich~eI {'r..11
Barry Allen Prke
Meredith Ryan Putnam
Laura Yvene Rasmussen
K.J.[herine M"y Reese
Womer MJuhij.s Reinders
Melil\.~ Ann Rhod
'ar.ili P;.&trice Rider
Charle· A. Ro rr .
jodie Michelle Rowe
Kristin Maric Ruscioldli
Willi4l11l Thomas Rushing
Eric Marc Rus,.,dl
Thomas Rutter
Jeremy Evereu Saeger
Chiami carborough
Patrick James Schleiger
Mar)io Schmick
Slt'phOloie Marie Schneider
Michelle Lee S(.hrodcr
TitlallY Michde S~.rihnt"r
Ni,ol~ A. Service
Ni\'hol.u Al~tt Sham~h:.lk

Co ngratulatio ns
COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
Vtlww.coastal.ed u

Meredirh ~'ackt'tt ..·h rman
Mmhew J. Silimperi
Nicole Lynne Silimperi
Michad Patrick , I,mer},
FranCe!> Cuolyn Slo<lo
Margaret Ellen Smith
Richard Franci· •'mirh
Kellic t..hrie • p.. tTord
Billy Jonathon Stephens
Amand.1 Marie, rcpp
Lori Ann SteW:lff
·lifT.my AllIu-C:Arin Sticbd
S.rndra Horpin Srigant
Shaun Michild Sulliv<ln
H ather Lynn Slymc:z.ak
Emily Michdlc: ' Emis
lAura 'lIe 'fjylor
,Iarn('$ Bcnj:llnin Thomas
Cb.re I 'ioole 'nlorna~y
Jamie Carol 1 hompson
Jennifer l'.-tlric:: Thomp~ 0
J.lime lee Tiller
Georg He Renee Timmons
MorgAn Wail Toll n
l~o 'Tong
M.uio Jam Travaline
Kelly Leigh Troutman
Andrea ;ina Tyl r
Jeffery Ch'Uldler Vab
Abigail flvt.trie Van Hour(n
julit' Kay V:.ll.qUel
Patricia Sw;tO Vtrz.dJa
Rachel Ann VidO\'ich
Jennifer Lynn ':urt>n
Cassie. 1arilyn Wil!i~
Sr<lndi l 'icole Wpu
Meic S:.l Ann Yench
Jo~ph J:nn . Yurigan
in Zht"ng
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A glimpse at p
By Nicole Senrice
news editor

Baltimore Ravens: Last year' uper
Bowl champion have their' 'ork cut out
for them
they ep into the playoff: .
Again a Wild Card team, their ucc thi
year can be attributed to their te11ar
de fen 'e. Although la ;t year th ./ al 0 had
a great defen e to fall ba on, the ' al 0
had one of the mo t ucce ful running
game in the NFL. With Elvi Grba
quarterback thi 'ear in tead of cattle'
Trent Dilfer, the pa ing game has uffi red
as well with mediocre receivers and onlv
one con i tent player in Qadry I mall.
The Raven need to utilize Terry Allen and
Ja! on Brookin in the running game, u
diverse pas in play, and the front four
defende
must be a wall again tan'
attacking offen e if they hope to advance.
Oakland Raider: Although the
Raiders began the ea on with a promi in
tart, the last few weeks have been nothing but downhill, culminating last week
with the up et loss against the Jets. The
Wild Card gan1e i the Raiders' cham:e to
salvage omething re pectible out of thi
topsy-turvy season. ¥lith a running gan1
that leaves much to be de ired, the Raid
will have to depend on Rich Gannon to
make big play thi' po tseas n if they
want to remain in the hunt, especially
since the Oakland de fen e i imp
ive
but imply not good enough to carry the
weight if the running game can't make
thing happen. Plus, after the final regular
eason 10 ,ey have been opened to the
tartling problem in the Raider offen
that will be hard to correct bv game time.
There' al 0 the nasty busU;e, of eliagreements between Head Coach Jon
Groden and the infamous owner Al Davi
hanging over the collective head of thi
team. On the brighter side, place kicker
and first round draft choice ebastian
Janiko ki will return to the field, which
could very po ibly make the slight but
ever-important difference between a W
and an L.
Pittsburgh Steelers: Unquestionably
one of the best teams in the NFL, the
Steelers are going into the playoff: with a
bye week and home field advantage
throughout, and that i n't even the be
news. After mi ing five con ecutive
games due to a groin injury, Pro Bowl running back Jerome Betti will return in top
shape to play for the Steelers in their first
postseason game. He was leading the
NFL in rushing yards before the injury

t ea

ended hi regular
'ea on
De ember 2.
the defen iv
Pro 8m '1

are a
tandout
tean1 becaus the'
are 0 'ell-rounded, unlike man' f
the
other AF
tean1 vho depend
primaril on th ir
defense to d rno t
of the pIa/-making, and i anyon
tand a chan e of
beating the Ran ,
it' the tee} fS.
r=========:;;:;;;;;:;;:;;;;;:;;:;;;;;:;;:;;;;;========~~~~~~~~

ew England
Patriots:
Mer
"multiple
receiver
cused ab
Glenn was
pended for the playo ,hi
thrid uspen ion of the
on. Although
thi probably mean bad nC\ for th
Patriots, they ay that it i a "non-i ue"
because, after all, it h been the sam old
ory, different da ~ for th team all ason. Linebacker Tedy Bruschi will play in
their first po
on game after mi ing
most of the game a ai
Carolina du to
a minor head injwy Hi p
n on th
field i alwa welcome, especially considov: rering the many ob tad th Pltri
came thi
on. B .d the problem
'ith Glenn, their quanerbac
coa h
died, tarting QB Drew Bled
" hurt,
giving Torn Brady more chan
to play
that he'd even anticipated. Ho 'C'Ver,
there \\ re om pleasant wpri as \' 11.
Brady will likely break the ew England
ingle-season record for completion percentage (and doesn't make much m re
salary),
money than the minimum b
a d running back Antowain
mith h
gifted the Patrio
rith a ground gam that
has been ab nt for years. For tli Patri
to be ucces ful thi po
on, their
offense has to continu plowing forward
through orne very tough defen , and
their defen has to hold inferior offe
to frustrating three and outs.
Tampa Bay Buccaneers: It' tough to

known to th r man 7 interception , thi
could be a prohl
against a tough rushing defense. Ho 'ev r, unlike man {; llo '
pIa 'off teams, the Eagl hav a good running game with total ,ards per carry
ranked eighth in th
FL. Of co
,that
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Coastal's Derrick Robinson has stepped up in recent games to lead the Chanticleers, scoring a careerhigh 24 points against Radford. The Chants have struggled so far this year, but they still have high
hopes for the remainder of their season.

